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Abstract 
WC extend the techniques of Jahn (1996) to show the index set of the major subsets to 
be Zs-complete. This was a question left open in Lempp (1987) and its solution involves a 
level-4 construction. We also show how the measuring of e-states arises naturally out of our 
iterated-trees approach to breaking up requirements. 
1. Introduction 
For recursively enumerable sets A c B with A ~ B infinite, Lachlan [4] defined the 
notion that A is a major subset of B (written A C, B). If Z*(X) is the lattice of r.e. 
supersets of X (modulo finite sets) this notion just says that 
Z*(A) = 9*(B), 
and this is equivalent to 
(V W r.e.)[ B C W + AC* W]. 
Lempp [5] showed that, for a fixed nonrecursive r.e. V, the index set of the major 
subsets of V is II4-complete. He left open, however, the Zg-completeness of the full 
uninstantiated version, the index set Maj defined below. So we will be concerned with 
the index set of those r.e. sets which are major in (at least) one of their supersets. 
This leads us to define 
Maj := {e: 3 [W, C, Wi and Vj’j(wi & Wj + We &* Wj)]}. 
Then, using techniques from [2], we will show that this index set is Cs-complete, i.e., 
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Theorem 1.1. CS 6l Maj. 
We avoid using relativization in the proof by directly measuring a level-5 predicate 
with methods related to the “iterated trees of strategies” technique of Lempp and Ler- 
man [6]. However, we have to extend the techniques of [2] since our requirements 
yield a level-4 construction and because they refer to r.e. sets as opposed to p.r. fimc- 
tionals. This reflects the origin of this index set in the lattice of r.e. sets and makes 
our requirements more difficult to satisfy because it introduces new conflicts in how 
we can choose witnesses to various requirements. 
Notation. For the most part our notation is standard and follows Soare [7]. Any no- 
tation beyond Soare’s is as in [2]. In particular, ~(!@,C)[S] will denote the length of 
agreement between Y’ and C (defined using Lachlan’s hat trick) measured at stage 
s, and req(cr) will denote the requirement attached to the strategy ~1. All sets are r.e. 
unless otherwise indicated. 
2. The requirements 
2.1. The Maj-requirements 
To ensure A E Maj (upon measuring the &-outcome) we must satisfy the over- 
all level-5 requirement (3V)(V’w)[A C, V and 7 C W -+ AG* W]. The requirements 
and strategies we use are modifications of those in [5]. The difficulty will be in deal- 
ing with the extra nonuniformity of multiple attempts at building V. After instanti- 
ating V this level-5 requirement breaks into an infinite collection of level-3 require- 
ments, one for each r.e. set W. Thus we have a level-4 cone of level-3 require- 
ments working to build V. In some sense this is a more complicated situation than in 
our dealings with Cupp in [2] since there we had a collection of level-2 require- 
ments working to build r and B. At the top of such a level-4 cone will be the 
requirement 
p** . . ACV. 
Then, for each r.e. set W, we have the level-3 requirement 
Pw: [Act, V and W>F -+ W>A], 
and each of these breaks into an infinite collection of level-2 requirements (which 
will form a level-3 cone on the tree). Each of these has the same level-2 pure mea- 
surement as the “directing sentence” (in the terminology of [6]), so we isolate this 
as 
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and perform this measurement only once at the top of the level-3 cone. Then below 
the Uz-outcome (only) of this measurement we will distribute the following infinite 
collection of requirements. For each y < CO, we require 
Py,: W>F+@dEV-A)[AUW>Vrd]. 
Remark. We comment that it is sufficient to satisfy only cofinitely many of the PL- 
requirements, for a fixed IV, since this will yield 7 & W -+ 2 C_* W, in the overall 
requirement P. 
The basic idea for satisfying Pk is to try and ensure that d E W (if it is not already) 
by putting the old d into A and finding a new element in W to be the new d. In Lempp’s 
[S] modules, V was a given nonrecursive r.e. set, so the condition W > 7 guaranteed 
infinitely many elements entering W before V. Thus it was enough to choose the new 
d to be in V. We, however, are building V and can force a new element into V Ti W by 
first restraining V, then waiting for e( V U W, o) to grow, and then putting the restraint 
into V (now that it has entered W). 
7 
2.2. The Maprequirements 
We ensure A E MaJ by building, for each r.e. set W, an r.e. set B witnessing A @,,, W. 
The relevant level-4 requirement is 
NW: (3B)[IW - Al = c~+(B3Wand(B-A]=co)]. 
After instantiating B this breaks in the usual way into a collection of level-2 require- 
ments. As above, we isolate the common level-2 directing measurement 
N$: limsup\W -Al = co, 
and distribute below its IIz-outcome, for each y < w, 
N& limsup]W-A] =oo + (3eE WflAUB)[BU W>{O,...,e}]. 
The idea behind building a set B witnessing that A is not major in W is to wait for 
W - (A U B) to grow, set this new element to be the next e in the difference set B -A 
(hence, restraining it from entering A) and then to put all smaller numbers not already 
in B U W into B (for the sake of ensuring B > w). 
2.3. The measurements 
The measurements for detecting whether we have the Zs- or IIs-outcome are the 
same as before. In order to deal with the nonuniformity mentioned above we must 
introduce extra devices to control the interaction between Cs- and IZS-substrategies. 
Specifically, we must introduce other measurements in order for strategies to define 
certain auxiliary sets they will work with. 
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The problem is that there may be the top of a level-3 cone (some P&, say) with 
infinitely many substrategies left of the true path that collectively act infinitely often 
to kill the definition of some N$‘s parameter eY. This could happen if eY is reset to 
the value of dk(cz) for weaker and weaker CI. The problem would be alleviated if we 
always had the sets from which these parameters are chosen to be either disjoint or 
to contain one another. In this way eY will eventually be isolated from injury or will 
be set equal to other parameters only if they have settled down. We arrange this by 
replacing W in the N&-requirement with w, which is defined to satisfy, for a fixed a 
with req(cc) = N$,, the requirement 
NW: (b’/?c~~,req(/l) = Pi, some X)[?V,n ?Yg =* 0 or ?V, C ?Va]. 
This breaks into finitely many level-2 requirements which will all be above CI* on the 
tree. For each /3 c CI, req(B) = N;, for some X, we have 
N$ YK,fl^Wg =*00r7VEc7Vg. 
A similar mechanism is used to facilitate the interaction between the P$strategies and 
corresponds to the use of e-states in Lempp [5]. We want to ensure containment among 
the sets belonging to the Pi-strategies that will act infinitely often. These will be the 
strategies for which W 2 7, so we want to satisfy, for each CI with req(cc) = Ph, for 
some W, the sentence 
PW : (V/l c 01, /I** = a**, req(j?) = P$, some X)[wg _> V + 9V, G 7Vg], 
which breaks into finitely many level-2 sentences as above. However, we do not need 
special measurements in order to satisfy this requirment as we did with the NW- 
strategies, so we will not stipulate explicit requirements to go on the tree, but will 
incorporate them into the strategy for Ph. There ?V is defined to be the intersection 
of the sets coming from P;-strategies above CI with infinite outcome. It is then easy 
to see that it is legitimate to replace W, by wU . 
Lemma 2.1. Let CI c f with req(a) = P&, for some W, and let %f denote Yf, . Then 
W>v if$f >v, and if Yf _>A, then W>A. 
Proof. Suppose W 2 7 and inductively assume the lemma is true for all PC CI. Then 
Ily _> 7 since it is the intersection of sets all containing 7. (Here we are also assuming 
the truth of the outcome along f, but only pure measurements are involved so this is 
alright.) Also, since w C W, it is immediate that ?!Y > 1 entails W >A. 0 
3. Distributing requirements 
We measure the level-5 outcome and distribute the Maj-requirements as we did for 
Cupp in [2], with the necessary modifications explained below. First we define the lists 
of requirements, .Y and 1. 
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Definition 3.1. Let 9 be an enumeration of the Maj-requirements, 
{P”X, P&, Pw : W is an r.e. set}, 
in which P** appears first and Pty appears before Pw for any fixed W. Let Jlr be an 
7 
enumeration of the MaJ-requirements, 
&V, N& NW: W is an r.e. set}, 
in which, for any fixed W, I$, appears first, then N$, and then NW. 
The distribution of requirements onto U will be essentially the same as given in [2]. 
The only modification arises from the appearance of the level-3 requirements PW in 
9’ . The P$,, PW pairs are treated exactly as the N;l,w, NY,W pairs in [2] (and the Nr$,, 
NW pairs here), i.e., below the &-outcome of P$, we remove PW from the list since 
this requirement has been vacuously satisfied. 
The appearance of the new type of requirement l\iw in JV leads us to place the 
definition of p : U -+ T in a more flexible context already indicated in [2]. We will 
now view all sentences on U as (possibly infinite) conjunctions and disjunctions of 
level-2 sentences. So the m-nodes will represent conjunctions of level-2 sentences and 
the finite outcomes will represent the truth of the various sentences in a disjunction. 
This will allow us to use only finitely (but arbitrarily) many of the o + 1 outcomes 
available on U, which is just what we need in order to deal with hi,. First we need 
the following notation. 
Definition 3.2. First assume that ‘p is a Es-sentence written as a disjunction of level-2 
sentences. Then let Frags(cp) be the collection of level-2 sentences such that cp = 
v FKP(rp). 
Then the break-up of U into T is given by 
Definition 3.3 (p : T 4 U). Begin by defining 
Lo := L and 
p(( )) := the least a in the enumeration of L( ). 
Now suppose /I E T and that Lg and p(p) h ave been defined. Let p(p) = p-(k) and 
suppose inductively that k < IFrags(req(p))\. Suppose also that i E {o,co}. There 
will be two cases. As before we let II(tx) := { 5 : 5 II IX } be the collection of nodes 
below CI. 
Case 1. k + 1 = (Frags(req(p))l. Set 
Lgn(i) ‘= { 
(Lb - B(P)) U&p-(O)) if i = 0, 
(LB - B(p)) U B(pn(m)) if i = 00. 
Case 2. k + 1 < IFrags(req(p))l. Then set 
Lfl-(i) := 
6% - {p(B))) - B(P@)) if i = 0, 
(Lg - B(p)) u &p(B)) if i = 00. 
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Then (for both cases) set 
p@_(i)) := 1 eas CI in the enumeration of Lgn(~. t
Notice that the actual specification of the lists is the same as before. There is one 
fact we are glossing over - that i$ IS neither a &- nor a lI2-sentence. However, the 
measurement hat determines this module’s outcome will be a nl-question, so this will 
not cause a problem (cf. the remarks after Lemma 4.3 in [2]). 
The assignment of requirements is really the same as before, but our new notation 
is more compact. 
Definition 3.4. Let p(a) =p-(j) and suppose {cpi: i < IFrags(req(p))I} enumerates 
Frags(req(p)). Then set req(cx) := ‘pi. 
Tops of cones are defined just as before, but now we have level-4 cones as well 
as level-3 cones. Note that the ** -operator is only defined for strategies in 9’ and the 
*-operator is not defined for the P**- or I\jw-strategies. 
Definition 3.5 (Top of a cone). (i) (level-4 on U) If ,U E U and req(p) E 9 then ,u** 
is defined to be the longest r c_ p with req(p) = P**. 
(ii) (level-3 on U) If p E U and req(p) = P$, or PW (resp. N$ or NW), for some 
W, then define p* to be the longest r c ,U with req(z) = Pt; (resp. N;). 
(iii) (level-4 on T) If c1 E T with p(a)- = v, define c(** to be the shortest strategy 
z&cc with p(z)-=v**. 
(iv) (level-3 on T) If c( E T with p(a)- = v, define LX* to be the shortest strategy 
z c a with p(z)- = v+. 
4. The modules 
As before, if a is eligible at stage s, it performs the indicated actions, and any 
quantity that is a function of the stage is taken to have its value at the current GI- 
stage unless explicitly stated otherwise. All strategies that are not pure measurements 
always have outcome 0. The pure measurement strategies for measuring the Cs- and 
Us-outcomes are the same as before. The measurements and actions taken by each 
strategy are in Roman type, comments and explanations are in italics. 
/ 
1. Put all xEA - V into V. 
Note that elements entering V for the sake of this requirement do not need to 
be assigned as some d, in the d@erence set. The “‘A C, V” and “‘A C, V” parts 
of the Maj-requirements will be covered (collectively) by the P&-strategies. 
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Recall that the P&-strategy is also responsible for satisfying the sentence Pw. 
1. (a) Set 9” := n{ JVO: req(o) = PhO and ~7 -(co) ca -(K$ and cr** = CC**}. 
Using c&” rather than W replaces the use of e-states found in [5] and is how 
c( avoids injuring higher priority P&‘s. 
(b) Set D Ia := {d,: o* >cr -(CCI) and d, is defined}. 
x cooperates with these lower priority level-3 cones by avoiding their pa- 
rameters when defining its own. In this way a’s cone will not injure these 
lower priority parameters if it can avoid doing so. 
2. If /(W U V,w) > maxD” then set outcome := 03. 
As before, e(. , . ) means length of agreement. This measurement will have true 
outcome co if 7Y > 7. 
3. Otherwise, set outcome := 0. 
P; : %K~~+(3d0’-A)[Au%‘” >Vrd] 
Since this requirement will only be distributed below the Ilz-outcome of P& there is 
no need for CI to measure ” -Iy > p’. The P&- requirement does not depend explicitly 
on y, but the implicit assumption is that P& and Pk will define deferent d’s if y # k, 
thus yielding an in$inite dtference set. 
1. (a) 
(b) 
cc> 
(4 
(e> 
2. (a) 
(b) 
Set W := 79”,* , V := V,... 
Set D <OL := {dp: /? < u and dp is defined}. 
Set E <’ := {e,,: ‘1 < N and e, is defined}. 
Set I :=AUD<‘UE”UD3”* ~o[f~**l. 
This is the set that a will avoid when choosing a new d. Note, however, that 
cc is not restrained from injuring nodes in ECU but only from injuring nodes 
above x+. 
Set ~2 := shortest j?c CI such that p** = CC** and req(/I) = Pi, for some X. 
This is the strongest strategy along CI that is also working to define d;. The 
reason c( does not define d(a), but rather redefines d(oi), is so that dy” will 
be protected with priority ai during the interim before a^ claims d; anyway 
(at the next &stage). Note that oi is actually the top of a cone of strategies 
working with the same dr. 
If W - I = 0 and -[dLJ, E YY ] then 
set Y’ := some big v E o[~**]. 
Each level-4 cone works with its own slice of co. We cannot conclude all the 
V’s are disjoint since they all contain A, but the difference sets will all be 
disjoint. 
Otherwise 
set r” := 0. 
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This corresponds to the postponed state in the proof of Cg-completeness for
Cupp in [2], but this request for a new element of $Y - I does not involve 
invalidating the current truth of the approximation to the true path, so there 
is no need to stop the approximation to f at CI at this substage. 
3. If dv is defined then v 
(a> 
@I 
cc> 
set j := the strongest strategy such that d; = d:(p), for some k. 
Set RA := max {e,: CT < a*}. 
Since CI takes level-3 action (i.e., acts with priority a*) it only respects the 
finitely much level-2 A-restraint above a*. 
If dy” # w and a* < /I and dl > RA then 
Note that we must have w - I # 0. 
6) 
(ii) 
put dr into A, 
undefine all e*(q) such that e,(v) = dy”, 
undefine d@), 
reset d,: := dy(Oi) := the least element of W - I, 
put d; into V, 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) undefine all d,(a) such that d,(o) = dy(Oi) and CT # oi. 
This is only level-2 injury so CI can injure (with priority a*) o even if 
o* < U* or a** < LX**, but this also depends on o having tl in its D<o. 
Note that a does not undefine all d, weaker than it because these are 
elements of V and would just have to be redejined as some d, again (or 
put into A). 
(d) If d,! E 95’” and CX* < 0 and /I # oi then 
The following actions do not injure d: if U # V. 
(i) set d&Z) := dy”, 
(ii) undefine d#). 
So we change the priority of d;, but not its value. 
4. If dr is not defined then 
(a) 
@I 
cc> 
set dy” := dJMI) := the least element of W - I, 
put d; into V, 
undefine all d,(a) such that d,(a) = dy(Oi) and CT # 6. 
From the definition of I it follows that (T > ~1, but it may be that o* < LX*. 
However, if o* c CI* then d(G) will not be injured by o*-substrategies because 
d(6) E “U’“,* c %‘“,. 
Recall that /3 = p* and will necessarily be some P&-strategy such that fi c a. Each 
N$ works with a single r.e. set W and has finitely many P&-strategies above it. 
Rather than work with W, the N&-strategy will work with w which has the prop- 
erty of being inJinite tf W is, and is either a subset of or almost disjoint from the 
sets that the stronger P&-strategies are working with. To achieve these properties 
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for %f there is an N&strategy for each /3 = B* c c( with requirement equal to some 
Pi. Replacing W with YV ensures that the N&strategies and the finitely many P$- 
strategies above N$ will have a well-behaved interaction by allowing Ni-strategies 
to either wait or know that they will eventually be isolated from the action of these 
stronger Pi’s, 
1. (a) Set n := the longest strategy such that ;r?c a and req(n) = Nk, for some G, 
if such q exists. 
Here (T will be some Pi-strategy. 
( 
W if q is not defined, 
(b) Set W := WV n W, if y -(cc) ~a, 
WV if n -(0) c 3. 
2. Measure if “IV n %‘“~ infinite. 
Note that u’s outcome is based on a measurement that will allow N-strategies 
below u to satisjy their requirement. 
N,$ : limsupIW-II =cc 
W is replaced by w in order to achieve well-behaved interaction between N&- 
strategies and the Pi-strategies above N$. Another change from the basic modules 
in [2] is the replacement of A u B with I := A U B u D=“. As in Lempp’s modules the 
N&strategies must choose their e’s outside of A u B. We must also avoid setting e 
equal to some d@) such that B* c N$. 
1. (a) Set y := the longest strategy such that y c c( and req(n) = Nk, for some CT 
(if such q exists). 
1 
W if q is not defined, 
(b) Set W := W, n W, if n -(CXI) c c(, 
WV if q -(0) c cc. 
(c) Set D ” := {da: fl* 1 CI and da is defined}. 
(d) Set I := AUBUD’&. 
Since B and Dxz cannot grow while N$ has the jinite outcome we can then 
argue that lim sups IWs - A, 1 = cc implies lim sups I^w; - I,1 = cc. 
2. Measure if lim sups ]W-, - I,1 = co. 
Ni : lim sup / W - Z,- 1 = o;, + (3eEW -Z)[BuW >{O,...,e}] 
Since this requirement is only distributed below the Hz-outcome of N$, CI does 
not itself measure lim sup IW - I,* I = cm. The dejned parameters of c( include e, 
denoted <(cc) or eY. The various strategies with this requirement must collectively 
define only one eY. Assigned parameters include w:= “Iy-,. and B := B,.. Note that 
I,* # I = I,. 
1. (a) Set EC1 := {eV: n < a and e, is defined and ;r?* = a*}. 
(b) Set I :=AUBUE”“lJD”*. 
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So M will avoid I,* U EC” when dejining eY. Note that there is no step in 
N&‘s strategy corresponding to the postponed state because YY - I will 
automatically be infinite if W - A is. 
2. If eY is defined then 
(a) set /l := the unique strategy for which eY = ey(P) and /?* = a*. 
The various B’s do not interact so we only need consider those p’s working 
with the same B as cc. 
(b) If eY $Z W and cx 6 /l and W - I # 0 then 
The following actions are to protect e from stronger P strategies. 
(i) undefine e,(P), 
(ii) set eY := eY(a) := the least element of W - 1. 
(c) If eY E W and CI < /l then 
(i) set e)(a) := eY and 
(ii) undefine ey(P). 
3. If eY is not defined and W - I # 0 then 
(a) set eY := eY(cl) := the least element of W - I. 
By dejining eJ,, a implicitly imposes an A-restraint equal to eY. 
(i) undefine all e=(q) such that r] > GI and q* = LX*, 
(ii) put all x < ey, x $ B U W , into B. 
For the sake of B U W = co. 
5. The construction 
As before, the construction takes place on the binary tree T defined in Section 3. 
However, there are no postponed states in the modules for Theorem 1.1 as there were 
in [2]. So the construction is a more usual one with the approximation to the true path 
determining which strategies are eligible to act (and when), and the approximation to 
the true path being defined in the usual way (see [7]). Recall that all strategies that 
are not pure measurements always have outcome 0. 
6. The verification 
As before, if we measure the Cg- (ZZs-) outcome then f E [T] contains a consistent 
7 
collection of requirements sufficient to ensure A E Maj (MaJ, resp.). Hence, it would 
be sufficient to show that all requirements along the true path are satisfied. In fact, we 
show less, but this is sufficient by the remark in Section 2. 
Lemma 6.1 (P’, does not cofinitely wait on W - I). Let LY c f with req(cr) = P&, 
for some y, W, and let V := V, = Vu... Then it is not the case that cojinitely often 
“ly-,- Z, = 0 and -[dFl E wa]. 
Proof. Choose so to be an or-stage large enough so that no strategy left of c1 is 
eligible after SO and such that all fi c a with req(j?) = Pi or N$ have settled down, 
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i.e., do not enumerate any more elements. If both $K - I = 0 and -[dTL E ?Va] at 
SO then tl establishes, the V-restraint. By the distribution of requirements we know 
a, so at the next a-stage with e,- > rc it must be the case that 
Lemma 6.2 (dY is cofinitely often defined). Let ac f with req(cr) = Pi, for some 
y, W, and let V := V, = V,**. Further suppose that c1= 6, so that no j3 c a is working 
with d;. Then there is a stage beyond which dr is always defined (but not necessarily 
with a constant value). 
Proof. Let SO be an a-stage such that no strategy left of CI is eligible after SO and such 
that all /I c a with req(p) = Pi or A$ have settled down. If dc[so] is undefined use 
Lemma 6.1 to find s1 2 SO such that W-I # 8; then dc[sl]l. If d; ever again becomes 
undefined, say at s2 > SO (or si), there must be some /3 such that p puts d; into A 
and does not redefine dy”. If /?** = u*+ then /I does not leave dy” undefined, it only 
changes its value. If /3** # c(** then d(b) # dr since d(b) E ,[fi**] while dc E o[‘~-], 
and these are disjoint, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 6.3 (Priority of dy” achieves a limit). Let CI and s1 be as in Lemma 6.2. 
Then there is a /I f c( such that, for every t Z- SI, dF[t] = dJ&[t]. 
Proof. This follows from the proof of the previous lemma and the fact that dr is 
always redefined by a strategy o! to have priority oi. 0 
Lemma 6.4 (a.e. d, along f is cofinitely often in WE). Fix ~1 c f and y < w. Let 
SI and /3 d oi be as in the previous corollary so that d, = d@)[t] for all t 3 sl. Let 
x := {a: o** = ,** and (a < a* or d(o)[s,]l d R,[s,])}. 
Then either j EX or there is a stage s2 such that dy(j3) E %‘“,*, for every t > ~2. 
Proof. First note that R,[si] = lim,R,[s] = lim,Rg[s] for all /3 with P*=cI*, and 
X = X,, = lim,X, also depends only on CC*, not on ~1. Let 9V denote %‘“,. . From 
the distribution of requirements we know that 01* -(CO) c CI so that 94’” must be in- 
finite. Suppose p $!X and that d@) $ “I%‘” at si . Then choose s2 to be an cl-stage 
with -w‘ - I # 0 so that d, ’ is reset to dy(Oi) E w. We now claim that, at sub- 
sequent stages, the value of d; may change, but will always be in ?V. First note 
that N{-strategies never put elements into A, so they never injure oi. So suppose 
that rr is some strategy for which d(6) = d;(i). Then we must have o** = CC** 
and we may assume that C* < oi since otherwise o cannot injure d(G). A point to 
keep in mind is that both c(* c oi and oi c tl* are possible. We consider the following 
two cases. 
Case 1. O* CCI*. If d(d) is defined before dF(oi) then d;(S) will be set equal to 
d(6) only if d(8) E “rY. But from the fact that B* c CC* -(CO) c f, the definition of ?V’ 
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and choice of si we must have YY C Y’Y~*. So g will not act to put d(6) into A and 
reset d(6) since it is already in o’s target set. 
Now suppose d(6) is defined before d(6). If c** # CI** then d(6) EW[‘**] while 
d(6) E o~[‘**l and they cannot be equal, so assume cr** = c(**. By a choice of si we 
cannot have o < oi (since then cr has settled down) so d < o. But then d(Z) E Dcu and 
CJ does not set d(6) = d(oi), a contradiction. 
Case 2. c(* c G*. We have already noted that CJ* < 6 < cr. If d(Z) is defined first 
then d(oi) ED<“, so we will not have d(8) = d(oi), and if d(8) is defined first then 
d(c?) E D”‘, so d(g) will not be set equal to d(e), a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 6.5 (P’, is satisfied). Let CI and s1 be as in Lemma 6.2. Then req(tx) = Pi 
is satisfied and no /3 with / = x ever acts again. 
Lemma 6.6 (NL is satisfied). Let xc f with req(cc) = N$, for some y, W, and let 
B := B, = B,.. Then there is some /3 < IX such that lim, 4[s] = lim, e$(p)[s] E 
W - (AUB). If this number is denoted by e then we also have BU W >{O,. . .,e}. 
Proof. Let SO be an a-stage large enough so that no strategy left of a is eligible 
after SO and large enough so that all /3c a with req(p) = Ni or Pi, for some 
k,X, have settled down. Hence lim, E,:’ = E<” and for all p c c1 with req(p) = 
Pi, we have either “1y-, n “kyp c wx[so] or $, C YVB. We may suppose further 
that SO is a stage at which -Iy- - I - E” # 0. If ea[ss] is not defined or is de- 
fined as some e,(p) for p > a, or is eY(b) for /I > cx, but is not in “ty, then it 
is immediate from SI’S module that eY is (re)defined at SO to be eY(cI) E $V - I 
-EC’. 
First note that ey is never injured after SO by any p with req(j3) = Ni, for some 
k,X. If such a p has /?* = c1* then /I only puts elements into Bp # B,* so never injures 
eY. If/Y = CI* and fi < SI then fi will not injure e, by a choice of so, and if a < p then 
p will not put eY into B since it is already in ?V’. 
The argument that e, is not injured by Pi-strategies is similar to that in the preceding 
lemmas concerning the injury interaction between level-3 cones (of Maj-requirements). 
Let fi be such that req(b) = Pi, for some k,X. If LX* c/I* then CI* -(oe) Q* (since 
CI* -(oc) c a). But eY was defined to be out of D”* and, at subsequent stages, fi* 
would have avoided ey E E<p when defining d(b), so eY # d(p) for any p with 
p* 3 c(* and, hence, receives no injury from such a /I. 
The remaining case is if c1* 1 p*. Suppose that eY = d(p), for some p with p* c CC*. If 
eY was defined first then p cannot be weaker than a since such a /I would avoid setting 
d(p) = eY E E<’ and if /j’ < a then c( receives no injury by a choice of SO. On the 
other hand, if d(B) was defined first, then a would only receive injury if p* -(oo) c c1 
and d(p) # ?Vg. But by a choice of SO and the definition of Y4’“, it is assured that 
ey E 7Va C 7Yp, so a will receive no injury from /?. 
The final claim that B U -w‘ >{O,. . ,e} is immediate from the last step in Cos 
module. 0 
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